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Licenses
Document
This document is provided under the terms of the CreativeCommons License 2.5, as seen at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/legalcode

Software
filofant is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2, or (at your option) any later version.

filofant is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with GNU Make; see the file COPYING.  If not, write to the Free Software Foundation, 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA or visit http://www.gnu.org/licenses/licenses.html
Content
A description of the user interface of the filofant email and document indexing server.
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Purpose
The filofant is an email and document indexing and archiving server software with an easy to use web user interface for searching and viewing the archived documents.
This document explains the usage and functionality of the web interface.


Audience
Users which want to use the filofant web interfae.

Assumptions
The reader of this document should be used to work with its internet browser.


Abbreviations & Definitions

When spoken of documents in this text, all emails, attachments and documents indexed by the filofant are meant. 


First steps
Starting the web interface

To start the web interface, you should refer to you system administrator to obtain the link, where the filofant is located. Once you type this link in the location bar of your browser, you should get the query screen of the filofant:

This screen is divided into three main parts:
The Headline
Here, at the upper border of the screen, the login form and links to the password utility and the help system are located.
The smart folders
At the left side of the screen, two trees of predefined queries are visible for the user. The queries are divided into personal queries (the upper tree) and public queries (the lower tree).
The query and result area
A form for entering the query data is displayed above the found result set.

Logging in
Depending on the settings of your filofant, you have to log in first, before you are able to get results from queries.
NOTE: If there are no public groups in your filofant, a query without logging in will not display any results!

To log in, type your user credentials into the two input boxes at the headline of the page. After pressing the Login button, the headline changes and displays your username, a link to the password change utility and the logout possibility.

The first query
In the query form there are many possibilities to enter different query attributes. If you fill in multiple input fields of the form, this attributes will be combined by a logical and, this means attribute1 and attribute2 has to fit for a document to show up in the result set.

For the beginning, I would enter a single word in the full text search field and then press enter or click at the OK button. This works like an internet search engine, all documents that contains the given word will be displayed in the result set.

Wildcards
When searching in the full text database, wildcards could be added to the words like ‘secur*’ stands for all words beginning with secure, like security ore secure. Such wildcards could also be added to the beginning of the word, like *store stands for all words which ends with ‘store’. It is also possible to mix both types like *end* which displays all documents containing words that contain the substring ‘end’ like end, bend, bending etc.

Other query attributes

While looking at the query form, you will find other fields for data input, here is a short overview:

Search in full text or title only
When searching in title only, the search is a little different to the one in the full text database. Here you have to use wildcards for the title string, even if the searched words are separated by blanks, comma etc.

Display seen objects
If you are logged in into the filofant, the views on detailed object information is registered. If you start the same query again, the already seen objects are displayed in a other color than the new ones. With this option, you can hide the seen objects in the result set.

Search for author/receiver
This are the header informations of the email. You have to use wildcards, if you are searching for just parts of the domain (like *@filofant.org).

Search for submitter
The submitter is the one who sent the mail to the filofant. May be pointless in environments where the mails are not transferred  by email into the filofant.

Sort by
Select sort order of the query.

Permission
Choose permission group out of which the objects are displayed.

Source
If the filofant is indexing multiple sources like mails and file systems, you can select the objects of a specific source, here.

Date span
There are four predefined date ranges (today, yesterday, last 7 days and last 30 days) and the possibility to type in a single date or a date range.

The smart folder
You can save a often used query into a folder in the left side of the screen by storing it as a smart folder. The content of the folders will be updated automatically according to the attributes of the query.
There are two trees of smart folders, in the upper one you can store your own smart folders, the lower one is all the same for each user of the filofant. Only administrators can change this tree.

To store a smart folder, you have to be logged in. When you are querying the filofant and you are satisfied with the results, you just select the 'smart folder' combo box in the row under the OK button and select 'save'. In the next screen, you can type in a name for the smart folder and save it permanently to the filofant.
When you select the smart folder in the displayed tree, you can also delete and change the queries with the same procedure.
In this smart folders, you can run queries in the normal way, the attribute of the queries will be logically added (the attribute of the actual query is the sum of all descending folders plus the actual attributes)
You can stack the smart folders by creating them in another folder. The attributes of the folders will be added, too.

Folder Groups
Sometimes it is necessary to make folders just for straighten up your folder structure and pool smart folders for e.g. customers. To do this, you can create folder groups. Due to the adding of the folder attributes when stacking multiple folders, this is just possible in the root level or in another folder group. 

Document functions
Next to the smart folder function list, there is also a list of functions, you can execute on selected objects in the result set. 

If you selected a document out of the result set (check the box before the documents name), you are able to delete, move or forward this object.
Delete and move are only allowed for the owner of the document (either an administrator or the submitter of the mail).

Delete
Deletes the document from the repository. If the document is a mail, all included attachments well be deleted also.

Move
Moves a document to a different permission group. Don’t moves the object from and to smart folders!

Forward
The selected documents are stored in a mail and sent as attachment to the email address you typed. Only works for emails at the moment.


Query Expert Mode

When running a query with the web interface, all different attribute types will be joined with logical AND. To define queries on a higher level, the filofant query expert mode was implemented. You can start this mode by starting the input in the fulltext field with ##.

Operators
The Boolean operators AND (&) and OR (|) are provided for this queries.

Attribute types
The attribute types are similar to the fields in the query form:

Attribute
Key
Word (Full text)
W
Receiver
R
Submitter
S
Title
T
Author
A
Date
D

To prepare a query, you have to define an attribute type by typing the key and then the attribute in brackets. 
Example: W(DUMMY) searches for the full text word “dummy”

Of course, the same wildcards as described before are possible. The attributes have to be written in capital letters.

The queries
W(DUMMY&RTFM)
and
W(DUMMY)&W(RTFM)
are similar.

Date values could be provided in two different forms:
D(X,Y) means the span between X and Y. X, Y in UTC
D(X) means the span between now and X Days ago.

Examples:
To select all mails which are communicated from or to Mr. Meier, you can run the following query:

## A(MEIER@MEIER.COM)|R(MEIER@MEIER.COM)

This shows all documents with the author meier@meier.com or the receiver meier@meier.com.

To select all (automatically created) requests for a particular project, the following query would be possible:

## T(*REQUEST*)&W(XYZ999999)

with XYZ999999 as project number.


